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Under the new California "three strikes" law, three ex-convicts attempt to live
normal lives, but when they find it impossible to do so, they devise a plan to do
one more collaborative job that will either land them in prison or put them on
easy-street for the rest of their lives
A dog looking for a home sends letters to prospective owners on Butternut Street,
with surprising results in this heart-tugging dog adoption story told through
letters Full color.
Billy Getten really wants a dog. He’s so dog crazy that he eats dog biscuits! But
Billy’s parents won’t give in. They say he’s too irresponsible. Then Billy meets the
dog of his dreams. Can Billy convince his parents that he’s ready for a pet before
the most wonderful dog in the world gets adopted by someone else? “This short
chapter book offers good role models; strong, three-generational family
relationships; and a smooth message about friendship. The soft, expressive blackline drawings will help draw readers.”—Booklist
Competition at an elite Connecticut kennel club has a sharp and deadly bite in
this “masterful” mystery (The Plain Dealer). As if raising her son Davey, training
her rambunctious Poodle for the show ring, and grooming fellow handler Sam
Driver for romance aren’t enough, Melanie Travis’s entrée into the exclusive Belle
Haven Kennel Club has been met with a grisly murder. Unfortunately, the only
witnesses to the crime were the victim’s startled pair of Beagles. And they aren’t
talking… Melanie hadn’t intended to do any serious snooping, what with coping
with the unexpected arrival of an ex-husband out to get joint custody of the son
he’s never known. In need of some serious distraction, she's off to sniff out
dangerous secrets…only to discover that everyone at Belle Haven has something
damning to hide. As the shocking truth slowly comes to light—and her own
domestic drama moves center stage—Melanie finds herself eager to put the bite
on a dogged killer. “A story as controlled as a well-behaved dog on a
lead.”—Publishers Weekly “Don’t make me sit up and beg. Read this book
today.”—Dorothy Cannell
Sam Kinney used to be a very picky eater. But after a friend’s eccentric Aunt
Sylvie put a weird spice in his mac and cheese, suddenly, Sam can’t stop eating.
Paste and pepper. Dishwashing soap. Even dog food. Sam has to find out what is
making him eat...and eat...and eat. Before he eats his house. And all his friends on
Fear Street…
A Novel
The Puppy Who Wanted a Boy
Can I Be Your Dog?
Dog Heaven

Having recently moved to a Paris apartment with her family, twelve-year-old Lucy meets
her four-year-old, autistic neighbor, Matthew, and befriends him in her own
understanding and special way.
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • WINNER OF THE PULITZER PRIZE • A searing, postapocalyptic novel about a father and son's fight to survive, this "tale of survival and the
miracle of goodness only adds to McCarthy's stature as a living master. It's gripping,
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frightening and, ultimately, beautiful" (San Francisco Chronicle). A father and his son
walk alone through burned America. Nothing moves in the ravaged landscape save the ash
on the wind. It is cold enough to crack stones, and when the snow falls it is gray. The sky is
dark. Their destination is the coast, although they don't know what, if anything, awaits
them there. They have nothing; just a pistol to defend themselves against the lawless bands
that stalk the road, the clothes they are wearing, a cart of scavenged food—and each other.
The Road is the profoundly moving story of a journey. It boldly imagines a future in which
no hope remains, but in which the father and his son, "each the other's world entire," are
sustained by love. Awesome in the totality of its vision, it is an unflinching meditation on
the worst and the best that we are capable of: ultimate destructiveness, desperate tenacity,
and the tenderness that keeps two people alive in the face of total devastation.
A hilarious and tender picture book perfect for fans of No, David that insightfully explores
the inner world of a child. The picture book debut from the New York Times bestselling
author of I Survived, Lauren Tarshis! To the outside world, it might look like you do
everything right: eat your broccoli, share your toys, and behave in the bath. But what
about the moments when no one is looking, and your messier, mushier, scared-ier self is
revealed? The only one who knows is... the loyal dog friend who sees it all and still loves
you just the way you are. This celebration of friendship, loyalty, and unconditional love
with man's -- and child's -- best friend is sure to delight and entertain readers of all ages.
Laugh along with recognition and delight in this ode to being true to yourself. With tender,
humorous text from New York Times bestselling author Lauren Tarshis, and joyful,
expressive watercolors from artist Lisa Mezoff, this sweet book presents a validating
message of confidence, empowerment, and unconditional love.
First published in 1957, this is one of those classic dog books that everyone who ever read it
remembers. Much as they remember the great Canadian novelist Farley Mowat - for his
wry humor, his marvelous use of language (his father was a librarian), his passion for
animals in all forms and the outdoors in all its glory, and his seemingly endless series of
misadventures.
The Boy Who Ate Dog BiscuitsRandom House Books for Young Readers
The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time
The Dog Who Wouldn't Be
My Dog's a Chicken
Children Make Terrible Pets
This Book Just Ate My Dog!
Child psychiatrist Bruce Perry has treated children faced with
unimaginable horror: genocide survivors, witnesses, children
raised in closets and cages, and victims of family violence.
Here he tells their stories of trauma and transformation.
The mouth-wateringly irresistible tale of a boy's insatiable
hunger!
In Newbery Medalist Cynthia Rylant's classic bestseller, the
author comforts readers young and old who have lost a dog.
Recommended highly by pet lovers around the world, Dog Heaven
not only comforts but also brings a tear to anyone who is
devoted to a pet. From expansive fields where dogs can run and
run to delicious biscuits no dog can resist, Rylant paints a
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warm and affectionate picture of the ideal place God would, of
course, create for man's best friend. The first picture book
illustrated by the author, Dog Heaven is enhanced by Rylant's
bright, bold paintings that perfectly capture an afterlife sure
to bring solace to anyone who is grieving.
Tinka the playful dog, gets lost after wandering away in the
snow.
When Tinka the dog follows her owner to school and creates
havoc, the children discover a way to let her stay in the
classroom and help.
My Dog: The Paradox
Burger Boy
Cool Dog, School Dog
Only My Dog Knows I Pick My Nose
A Lovable Discourse about Man's Best Friend

Laugh out loud as you share in the tale of a young boy and his dog as they
scheme to finish a science project at the last minute. A story book of the highest
caliber that delivers important cautionary message's for today's youth, specifically
internet safety, exercising good judgement and the repercussions associated with
procrastination.This book is a MUST HAVE for the home library! Opting for
activities more enjoyable than homework, a young boy is faced with the looming
due date of a science project for school. He resorts to the internet to find a quick
solution to his problem. He happens upon a company offering overnight science
projects, and although it seems to good to be true, he places an order. However,
the package that arrives the next day is not the project he believes it to be, but
instead a lesson he and his dog will never forget.
It s a dog eat dog world. Especially, when all the dogs involved are hungry! For a
sheltered mama s boy like Demarcus, everything was all roses until a life
changing experience showed him that every rose has thorns. After a wellorchestrated set up, Demarcus' plans to go to college are derailed by a trip to
state prison. It is while in the belly of the beast, that the mama's boy has to make
the choice between being a man, or being a victim. Upon his release, Demarcus
tries to get his life back on track, but his felony conviction causes door after door
to be slammed in his face. Going to college is no longer an option, and flipping
burgers is not in his plans. With little other choice, Demarcus applies the lessons
learned in prison and takes it to the streets. He gets caught up in the game of
selling heroin, known on the streets as Dog Food. When all hell breaks loose
between the major dealers, in Memphis, over the city s heroin distribution,
Demarcus finds himself on the losing side of a bloody drug war. As he prepares
for the show down with his opposition, he begins to uncover truths about his past,
including what happened that fateful night of his arrest. To add insult to injury,
when he finally stands face to face with his enemy, he discovers that the face is a
familiar one. They say that blood is thicker than water, but when it comes to cash,
sometimes even those closest to you will try to do you in.
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In this wonderfully inventive book, Bella is taking her dog for a stroll across the
page but halfway across, he disappears! Unable to quite believe what's just
happened Bella watches, transfixed, with changing emotions of surprise,
indignation, moments of renewed hope (as the authorities arrive to take control)
followed by shock (as they too succumb to the book's inexplicable behaviour)
and finally action when Bella marches toward the dangerous middle of the book .
. . only to disappear herself! At this point, the book has consumed its characters
and it's down to the reader to step in to help. A note from Bella appears directly
appealing for assistance and, with a rigorous shake, the characters reappear.
Normality is restored and Bella is finally able to take her dog for an uninterrupted
walk . . . or is she?!
All Hal ever wanted was a dog - but a dog would damage the expensive carpets
in his parents' glamorous home, and they refuse to consider one. That's until they
discover Easy Pets, a dog-rental agency. Fleck the terrier arrives on Hal's
birthday, and Hal is overjoyed. But when Hal discovers to his horror that his dog
is to be returned, he runs away... along with a bunch of pedigree hounds, all
joyfully escaping from Easy Pets! Soon Hal and his dogs - including Otto the wise
St Bernard, and the fierce and excitable Pekinese Li-Chee - are being chased
across the country by ruthless pursuers. Helped by a travelling circus and some
orphanage children, can they race to freedom? Written in the timeless tradition of
101 Dalmations, this is a tail-wagging grand adventure that every dog-lover will
adore. Praise for Eva Ibbotson: "Readers of classic children's fiction will be
familiar with the bliss that steals over one when a new Eva Ibbotson novel is
published." Amanda Craig, The Times "Eva Ibbotson weaves a magic like no
other. Once enchanted, always enchanted." Michael Morpurgo "This kind of fun
will never fail to delight." Philip Pullman
Living with his little brother, Fudge, makes Peter Hatcher feel like a fourth grade
nothing. Whether Fudge is throwing a temper tantrum in a shoe store, smearing
smashed potatoes on walls at Hamburger Heaven, or scribbling all over Peter's
homework, he's never far from trouble. He's a two-year-old terror who gets away
with everything—and Peter's had enough. When Fudge walks off with Dribble,
Peter's pet turtle, it's the last straw. Peter has put up with Fudge too long. How
can he get his parents to pay attention to him for a change?
Boys Are Dogs
The Phantom Tollbooth
My Dog Ate it
The Boy Who Ate Stars
Dog Eat Dog
Marty will do anything to save his new friend Shiloh in this Newbery
Medal–winning novel from Phillis Reynolds Naylor. When Marty Preston comes
across a young beagle in the hills behind his home, it's love at first sight—and also
big trouble. It turns out the dog, which Marty names Shiloh, belongs to Judd
Travers, who drinks too much and has a gun—and abuses his dogs. So when
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Shiloh runs away from Judd to Marty, Marty just has to hide him and protect him
from Judd. But Marty's secret becomes too big for him to keep to himself, and it
exposes his entire family to Judd's anger. How far will Marty have to go to make
Shiloh his?
This eponymous comic became an instant hit when it went live on The
Oatmeal.com and was liked on Facebook by 700,000 fans. Now fans will have a
keepsake book of this comic to give and to keep. In My Dog: The Paradox, Inman
discusses the canine penchant for rolling in horse droppings, chasing large
animals four times their size, and acting recklessly enthusiastic through the
entirety of their impulsive, lovable lives. Hilarious and heartfelt, My Dog: The
Paradox eloquently illustrates the complicated relationship between man and
dog. We will never know why dogs fear hair dryers, or being baited into staring
contests with cats, but as Inman explains, perhaps we love dogs so much
“because their lives aren’t lengthy, logical, or deliberate, but an explosive
paradox composed of fur, teeth, and enthusiasm.”
A charming picture book that cleverly captures a universal wish—to love and care
for something—and shows that you're never too little to share in that dream, by
New York Times-bestselling author Elise Broach. Once there was a boy who
wanted something to take care of. Something of his very own. He begged his
mother for a puppy. Until she said YES! The boy loved his puppy. He fed him and
played with him and cuddled him. But soon, the dog wanted something to take
care of—something of his very own. So the dog gets a pet cat; then the cat gets a
pet bird; the bird gets a pet worm; the worm gets a pet flea . . . and on and on it
goes as utter chaos ensues. Christy Ottaviano Books
The book that inspired the Disney Channel movie Zapped, starring Zendaya!
When Annabelle returns from summer camp, her life is totally different. She's
moving to a new house with her mom's new boyfriend, and that means starting
sixth grade at a brand-new school. Birchwood Middle School is very different
from her old all-girls elementary-the boys practically run wild in the hallways. And
at home, Annabelle's new puppy is taking over the house and chewing on her
clothes. But the puppy came with a training manual, so Annabelle might be able
to get one thing under control. Unless . . . can you train a boy the way you train a
dog? Look for the other books in this series, Girls Acting Catty, and Everybody
Bugs Out!
“The best novel about armed robbery ever written” from the Reservoir Dogs actor
and ex-con author of No Beast So Fierce (James Ellroy). Troy was born in
Beverly Hills but raised in the prisons of Southern California. Two days before his
parole from reform school, a run-in with a young black tough threatens to derail
his release. He prepares to fight, ready to sacrifice freedom to maintain his
reputation, but a friend comes to his rescue. Armed with two razor blades, Mad
Dog takes out Troy’s assailant, allowing his friend to go free. Troy does not
forget the debt. Years later, Mad Dog makes a living on penny-ante heists, and
Troy—who has grown into one of the smartest hoods in L.A.—is about to finish a
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stint in San Quentin. They join up with another old friend, Diesel Carson, and
launch a spree vicious enough to put them in jail for the rest of their lives. But
these three would rather die than return to prison.
Rascal
The Boy Who Ate Dog Biscuits
The Story of Edgar Sawtelle
The Road
Where the Red Fern Grows

Three boys, two dogs and a whole lot of trouble| Jordan, Ryan and Boy Dave always get blamed for
EVERYTHING. And OK, most of the time it is their fault - but this is one time it definitely wasn't| How
could they have known that trying to save the world and being accidental reality TV stars would end in
DISASTER
Check out this bestselling, rollicking, and humorous twist on the classic "first pet" story about a young
bear and her favorite pet boy! When Lucy, a young bear, discovers a boy in the woods, she's absolutely
delighted. She brings him home and begs her mom to let her keep him, even though her mom warns,
"Children make terrible pets." But mom relents, and Lucy gets to name her new pet Squeaker. Through a
series of hilarious and surprising scenes, readers can join Lucy and Squeaker on their day of fun and
decide for themselves whether or not children really do make terrible pets.
Benny liked burgers. Benny LOVED burgers. Burgers were the only food that Benny would eat. "You'll
turn into a burger one day," his mum warned. And one day, Benny did. And that is just the start of a
madcap chase in which the hapless Benny is pursued across the countryside by a mob of hungry dogs,
boys and angry cows. An hilarious cautionary tale with a twist from a winning author and artist team.
A new twist on that classic excuse. This fun, rhyming read-aloud full of humor and imagination, will
delight young readers (and their parents!). Includes 24 brightly-colored illustrations. Charles
Montgomery's newest creation reminds us, once again, how much fun reading time can be.
While on a class trip to Devil's Island, Thomas and his dog pal, McGrowl, suspect evildoings of their
leaders, Pop and Mamie Keeler, and must stop their plan to destroy Cedar Springs with a dangerous
volcano.
My Pet Wants a Pet
The Boy Who Was Raised as a Dog
One Dog and His Boy
And Other Stories from a Child Psychiatrist's Notebook -- What Traumatized Children Can Teach Us
About Loss, Love, and Healing
Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing
Petey the puppy has one wish for Christmas: to have a boy of his very
own. But boys are in short supply this year, and he can't seem to find
one who is just right!
A journey through a land where Milo learns the importance of words and
numbers provides a cure for his boredom.
A "suspenseful, atmospheric tale. . .punctured by a gut-punch twist"
(Entertainment Weekly), A Boy and His Dog at the End of the World is a
story of survival, courage and hope amid the ruins of our world. My
name's Griz. I've never been to school, I've never had friends, and in
my whole life I've not met enough people to play a game of football.
My parents told me how crowded the world used to be, before all the
people went away. But we were never lonely on our remote island. We
had each other, and our dogs. Then the thief came. "This unputdownable
story has everything -- a well-imagined post-apocalyptic world, great
characters, incredible suspense, and, of course, the fierce love of
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some very good dogs." -- Kirkus (starred review)
In this classic work of developmental psychology, renowned
psychiatrist and the co-author of the #1 New York Times bestseller
What Happened to You? reveals how trauma affects children—and outlines
the path to recovery. "Fascinating and upbeat.... Dr. Perry is both a
world-class creative scientist and a compassionate therapist." –Mary
Pipher, PhD, author of Reviving Ophelia How does trauma affect a
child's mind—and how can that mind recover? Child psychiatrist Dr.
Bruce D. Perry has helped children faced with unimaginable horror:
genocide survivors, murder witnesses, kidnapped teenagers, and victims
of family violence. In the classic The Boy Who Was Raised as a Dog,
Dr. Perry tells their stories of trauma and transformation and shares
their lessons of courage, humanity, and hope. Deftly combining
unforgettable case histories with his own compassionate, insightful
strategies for rehabilitation, Perry explains what happens to
children’s brain when they are exposed to extreme stress—and reveals
the unexpected measures that can be taken to ease such pain and help
them grow into healthy adults. Only when we understand the science of
the mind and the power of love and nurturing can we hope to heal the
spirit of even the most wounded child.
A riveting family saga, The Story of Edgar Sawtelle explores the deep
and ancient alliance between humans and dogs, and the power of fate
through one boy’s epic journey into the wild. Born mute, speaking only
in sign, Edgar Sawtelle leads an idyllic life with his parents on
their farm in remote northern Wisconsin. For generations, the
Sawtelles have raised and trained a fictional breed of dog whose
thoughtful companionship is epitomized by Almondine, Edgar's lifelong
companion. But with the unexpected return of Claude, Edgar's uncle,
turmoil consumes the Sawtelle's once-peaceful home. When Edgar's
father dies suddenly, Claude insinuates himself into the life of the
farm – and into Edgar's mother’s affections. Grief-stricken and
bewildered, Edgar tries to prove Claude played a role in his father's
death, but his plan backfires, spectacularly. Edgar flees into the
vast wilderness lying beyond the farm. He comes of age in the wild,
fighting for his survival and that of the three yearling dogs who
follow him. But his need to face his father’s murderer, and his
devotion to the Sawtelle dogs, turn Edgar ever homeward. Wroblewski is
a master storyteller, and his breathtaking scenes – the elemental
north woods, the sweep of seasons, an iconic American barn, a ghost
made of falling rain – create a family saga that is at once a
brilliantly inventive retelling of Hamlet, an exploration of the
limits of language, and a compulsively readable modern classic.
The Boy Who Ate Fear Street
Shiloh
Aliens Don't Eat Dog Food
Snow Dog, Go Dog
Every Dog Has His Day
A bestselling modern classic—both poignant and funny—narrated by a
fifteen year old autistic savant obsessed with Sherlock Holmes, this
dazzling novel weaves together an old-fashioned mystery, a
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contemporary coming-of-age story, and a fascinating excursion into a
mind incapable of processing emotions. Christopher John Francis Boone
knows all the countries of the world and their capitals and every
prime number up to 7,057. Although gifted with a superbly logical
brain, Christopher is autistic. Everyday interactions and
admonishments have little meaning for him. At fifteen, Christopher’s
carefully constructed world falls apart when he finds his neighbour’s
dog Wellington impaled on a garden fork, and he is initially blamed
for the killing. Christopher decides that he will track down the real
killer, and turns to his favourite fictional character, the
impeccably logical Sherlock Holmes, for inspiration. But the
investigation leads him down some unexpected paths and ultimately
brings him face to face with the dissolution of his parents’
marriage. As Christopher tries to deal with the crisis within his own
family, the narrative draws readers into the workings of
Christopher’s mind. And herein lies the key to the brilliance of Mark
Haddon’s choice of narrator: The most wrenching of emotional moments
are chronicled by a boy who cannot fathom emotions. The effect is
dazzling, making for one of the freshest debut in years: a comedy, a
tearjerker, a mystery story, a novel of exceptional literary merit
that is great fun to read.
Danny's decision to flunk the fifth grade deliberately is complicated
when his teacher anonymously sends him a magical talking dog to do
his homework for him.
A beloved classic that captures the powerful bond between man and
man’s best friend. Billy has long dreamt of owning not one, but two,
dogs. So when he’s finally able to save up enough money for two pups
to call his own—Old Dan and Little Ann—he’s ecstatic. It doesn’t
matter that times are tough; together they’ll roam the hills of the
Ozarks. Soon Billy and his hounds become the finest hunting team in
the valley. Stories of their great achievements spread throughout the
region, and the combination of Old Dan’s brawn, Little Ann’s brains,
and Billy’s sheer will seems unbeatable. But tragedy awaits these
determined hunters—now friends—and Billy learns that hope can grow
out of despair, and that the seeds of the future can come from the
scars of the past. Praise for Where the Red Fern Grows A Top 100
Children’s Novel, School Library Journal's A Fuse #8 Production A
Must-Read for Kids 9 to 14, NPR Winner of Multiple State Awards Over
7 million copies in print! “Very touching.” —The New York Times Book
Review “One of the great classics of children’s literature . . . Any
child who doesn’t get to read this beloved and powerfully emotional
book has missed out on an important piece of childhood for the last
40-plus years.” —Common Sense Media “An exciting tale of love and
adventure you’ll never forget.” —School Library Journal “A book of
unadorned naturalness.” —Kirkus Reviews “Written with so much feeling
and sentiment that adults as well as children are drawn [in] with a
passion.” —Arizona Daily Star “It’s a story about a young boy and his
two hunting dogs and . . . I can’t even go on without getting a
little misty.” —The Huffington Post “We tear up just thinking about
it.” —Time on the film adaptation
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The author recalls his carefree life in a small midwestern town at
the close of World War I, and his adventures with his pet raccoon.
Jacob is the boy. Max is the dog. Until they decide to change places.
Now Jacob gets to eat kibble, chase squirrels, and snooze, just like
a real dog. Max brushes his teeth, goes to school, and plays video
games, just like a real boy. The question is: Who has the better
deal? Story maestro Daniel Pinkwater collaborates once again with the
gifted illustrator Jack E. Davis for a boy-and-dog escapade that's
sure to set tails a-wagging.
A Boy and His Dog at the End of the World
And Other Stories from a Child Psychiatrist's Notebook--What
Traumatized Children Can Teach Us About
The Incredible Book Eating Boy
Dog Food
I Am the Dog

Lula Mae wants a puppy, but times are hard and she’ll just have to make do. Her family has
plenty of chickens, so she decides maybe a chicken can be a dog. Pookie, as Lula Mae names
her, is an ordinary chicken, but Lula Mae thinks she is very doglike indeed. With a bow in
Pookie’s hair, Lula Mae declares her a show dog. When she runs circles around the other
chickens, Pookie is a shepherd dog. And when Cousin Tater sneaks up with a snake and
Pookie starts bawk, bawk, bawking, well, she’s a guard dog, too. Then Lula Mae’s brother,
Baby Berry, wanders away, and who do you think comes to the rescue? Readers will cheer for
plucky Lula Mae and giggle over her beloved Pookie, who quite unknowingly saves the day.
My Homework Ate My Dog
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